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Abstract 
Some questions on the representation theory of quantum affine algebras are discussed from the 
categorical point of view. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 17B35 
Introduction 
This article is a short version of the paper which we are preparing for publication. It 
has arisen from our attempts to understand the remarkable paper [l] from the point of 
view of [ 21. Our main result is the construction of the quasi-associativity constraint in 
Section 3. The main technical problem which one has to solve trying to quantize the 
constructions of [ 21 is the quantization of the so-called fusion tensor product (see [ 21) . 
In this paper we, following an idea of [ 11, replace it by the “fusion action” of the 
category 2Y of finite-dimensional representations on the category 0f of the highest 
weight representations (see Section 3). Details of the proofs and the treatment of the 
related categorical material will appear elsewhere. 
1. The category of smooth representations 
We will use the terminology and notations of [ 31. 
1.1. Let (I, .) be an affine irreducible Cartan datum and (A”, A, (., .)) be a simply 
connected root datum of type (I, .) (with (., .) a perfect bilinear pairing of A” and A, 
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see [ 3, 2.1 and 2.21) which is an affinization of a finite root datum. We denote by 
io E I the special vertex and define 7 = I - {io}. Let C. rEln$ be the kernel of the group 
homomorphism E[Z] -+ n induced by the imbedding i H i’ of I in A. We define the 
dual Coxeter number as h” = &-I y and denote by _$ c A” the subgroup generated 
by the element ciE1 y. Let ;I” C A” and 2 c II be the subgroups generated by 
elements i and i’ correspondingly for i E 7. The direct sum decomposition A” = 2” @g 
induces the decomposition = ‘2 $ & where no = {A E A 1 (i, A) = 0 for i E 7) and 
‘2 = (2 8~ Q) rl A. Then 7i is a subgroup of finite index d in ‘3 and there exists a 
unique symmetric bilinear form [ ., .] : ‘;I x ‘2 
&u&P. 
-+ :I?? such that [A’,p’] =A+,u for all 
1.2. We fix a number $ E @* such that 14 < 1 and define q = phv, qi = q(“‘)/* for 
i E I. Let 0 be the C-algebra generated by elements Ei, Fi, K,, i E I, ,u E A” subject 
to the relations defining a quantum tine algebra related to the parameter q (see [ 3, 
3.1.1(d)-(e)]). 
AS usual we define E*i = Kf(i.i)i/z,i E I. Then 2 = niE1@ belongs to the center 
of 0. We define an algebra U = o[ 21, where 2 is a central element in U such that 
ZdhV = 2. Both l? and U have natural Hopf algebra structures. Let AC,. = n @I Cc* and 
n of &* be the imbedding induced by the imbedding Z -+ C*, n H @. We extend it 
to the imbedding iZ L) Cc* such that i H g ” h . This induces an imbedding $.A L) A,.. 
The natural pairing A” x A --) Z defines the pairing (+, .) : $A” x AC. -+ Cc*. 
Definition. We denote by C the category of unital U-modules V such that V = BAEnc. VA, 
where V, = {u E V 1 K,u = (p, A)u for all ,u E A”}. 
1.3. Let &* = ‘;i@C* and r: Acp + -&* be the projection induced by the decom- 
position A = ‘2 $ /io. The imbedding A c--f A@* induces an imbedding 2 it &*. We 
denote by 6 the torus &e/x and by 17 : &* -+ 6 the natural projection. 
Definition. (a) For any z E Cc*, we denote by C, the full subcategory of C which 
consists of U-modules V such that Z/V = z . Idv. 
(b) For any s E 6, we denote by V the full subcategory of C which consists of 
U-modules V such that VA = 0 for all A E AC. such that ZI( I( A) ) # s. 
(c) For any s E 6, z E C*, we denote by V, the intersection of SC and C,. 
(d) We denote by [O]C the union UsEn(,;i)%. 
1.4. 
Definition. Let UO c U be the subalgebra generated by Z and K,, ,u E A”. 
For any u E N[ Z] , we denote by UT the subspace of U spanned by the elements of 
the form x+ where x E fv (see [3, 3.1.11) and for any n E Z+, we define 
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Let U$” be the direct sum $,,,,,U+m and lJ= & U$' . We define the subalgebras U+ C U 
(generated by UO and Uz ) and U$ C U+ (generated by Uz, K,, P E 2” ) . 
1.5. 
Definition. A finite-dimensional @-module N is called a nil-module if N = %jAE,,@* NA 
and there exists n E PI such that U$“N = 0. 
Given a nil-module N and a number z E Cc* we can construct a generalized Verma 
module Nz. First of all we extend the action of Uf on N to an action of U+ on N in 
such a way that Z acts as z Id and then we define 
If a E &* and V, is the corresponding l-dimensional @-module, then NZ is denoted 
by V,Z and is called a Verma module. 
1.6. For any V in C and n E N, we define a subspace V(n) C V: 
V(n) = (v E V 1 au = 0 for any a E U:“} 
and V(o0) = U,, V(n). 
Then V( 00) is a U-invariant subspace of V. We define C+ as a full subcategory of 
C which consists of such modules V for which V = V( 00). Such U-modules are called 
smooth. 
Let OJ be an involution of the algebra U such that 
W(Et) = Fi, W(Fi) =Ei, iE1 
w(KJ = K_,, E” E A”, w(Z) = z-l. 
For any U-module M, we denote by “M the U-module obtained by twisting of action 
of U by w. We define C- as a full subcategory of C which consists of U-modules W 
such that *W is in C+. We define Y* as “C fl C* and C$ as C* n C,. 
1.7. 
Proposition. 
(a) For any generalized Verma module Nz there exists a finite Jiltration by submod- 
ules such that the successive quotients are Verma modules. 
(b) Any object in C+ is a union of subobjects which are isomorphic to quotients of 
generalized Verma modules. 
(c) The U-module V,Z has unique simple quotient Li. 
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Definition. We denote by LJ C @* the set of numbers z such that z_~ = qfi for some 
non-zero integers LY, p and by &a the subset of 0 which consists of z such that (z 1 5 1. 
In the remainder of the article we assume that p”z $ 0 > 0. 
Remark. This condition is a q-analog of the condition k $.! Q2c in [ 2, 2.141. 
1.9. 
Proposition. Let V be an object in C, . + The following conditions are equivalent. 
(a) There exists a finite composition series of V with subquotients of the form Li for 
a E N’. 
(b) V is a quotient of a generalized Vet-ma module. 
(c) There exists n > 1 such that V(n) generates V as a U-module, and dim V(n) < 
00. 
(d) dimV(1) < 00. 
Definition. 
(a) The full subcategory 0: of C.$ consists of U-modules V satisfying conditions of 
Proposition1.9. 
(b) We denote by 0; the full subcategory of C;, consisting of U-modules W such 
that ‘“W belongs to 0:. 
1.10. For any complex-valued function 9 on /I@. and any V in C, we denote by c the 
C-linear endomorphism of V which preserves the weight decomposition V = eAEllc* VA 
and such that &T/h = O(h) ids. 
We will consider the following two important examples of such endomorphisms. 
(a) Fix s E 6 and a E l7-’ (s) c &. For any field F > Cc and any central 
invertible element u E UF = U 8~ F, we denote by Li the function on I;I-’ (s) with 
values in UF such that L:(a) = 1 and 
P(l + i’) = u~(~+)/~~:(X) U for any I E U-‘(s), i E 7. 
We extend Lt to ,& in such a way that Lf (A) = 0 for A E &* \ I7-‘( s) and L:(A) 
is constant along the fibers of r (see 1.3). 
Let cF be the category of UF-modules obtaining from C by the extension of scalars 
to F. The Y!F, sCZ, etc., can be defined correspondingly. 
Definition. For any V E ‘CF, we denote by g the linear endomorphism of V corre- 
sponding to Ct. 
(b) Fix s E 0 and a E l7-’ (s) c & . Let Ga : I7-’ (s) -+ @* be the function such 
that Ga(a) = 1 and for any ;i E II-’ (s) , i E 7 we have 
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We extend Ga to A@. in the same way as we did with ,Ci in (a). 
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Definition. For any V in “C, we denote by Ga the corresponding endomorphism of V. 
Both g and G” can be treated as sections of line bundles on B. 
1.11. Let f2~ be elements defined in [ 3, 6.1.11. Then for any it4 in Ci there exists 
a linear endomorphism fl : M --) M such that a(m) = &,(m) for any m E M and 
sufficiently large p. 
Definition. For any s E 6, a E IT’(s), V in “Cz, W in sC;_I, we define linear 
endomorphisms: 
(a) Ta : V -+ V as a composition Ta = ~cz;;i,vj_-2K@‘, 
(b) fa : W -+ W as p = (Ta)-‘Iav. 
Both Ta and p are called Sugawuru operators. 
Under the assumptions of l.lO( a), we define a functor I, : SC+ + T,v, V H ‘T;( V) 
arising from the following automorphism of UF: 
,/ju (ET) = Ud(i’i)/2E. Ir & ( Fi) = r+(i.i)Qi, i E I, 
IcI,,(KJ = K,> P E A”, @U(Z) = z. 
Proposition. 
(a) For any V in “CT a Sugawuru operator Ta belongs to HomU( VTz;hv)_2 (V) ) . 
(b) If M belongs to [OIL!+ = [OIC f~ Cz, h E $X and m E MA be SUCK that Eim = 0 
for all i E I. Then Tnzm = q~n~n]z-2d[A*p’] m, where p’ E ‘x be the unique element 
such that (i,p’) = 1 for any i E 7. 
2. Finite-dimensional representations 
2.1. 
Definition. We denote by V the category of unital finite-dimensional U-modules M 
such that Z JM = idM. 
Proposition. 
(a) D has a structure of strict monoidal rigid category. 
(b) For any X in D the identity map defines an isomorphism X** N X(?2h”). 
2.2. Let X and Y belong to 2). We denote by F the field of rational functions c(t) and 
by F the field of Laurent series UI( (t)). Using the automorphism rj, (see l.ll), we 
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define the structures of UF- and UT-modules on the vector spaces X(r) = X & F and 
X( ( t) ) = X @C F correspondingly. Let E = Endu, (X(t) @ Y) , z = EnduF( X( ( t) ) @ Y) . 
Theorem, The natural morphism EC 8 F --+ g is an isomorphism. 
Let G be the algebraic C-group such that G(C) is the group of invertible elements 
in End@(X@ Y). 
Corollary. The natural morphisms 
CJ F) + Aut(X( t) @ Y) and G(F) -+ Aut(X( (t)) @ Y) 
are isomorphisms. 
Since the group 41 is defined over Cc any C-automorphism v of the field F preserving 
F c F defines the group automorphisms of groups Aut(X( t) QY) and Aut(X( (t)) @Y) 
which we will denote by q. 
2.3. Let X and Y are in TV. We denote by 
ZcHorncl~(X((t))~I:Y~XX((t))), 
zcHom~,(X(t) @KY@XX(t)), 
the subsets consisting of isomorphisms. 
The group G(F) naturally acts on z : (a, f) H af for a E z, f E G(F). 
Proposition. For any s E z there exist f E G(F) and so E Z such that s = sof. 
2.4. Let fi be the complex-valued function on ‘2 x ‘2 such that #(x’, x’) = q-[;i’*;i”l. 
For any U-modules V’ and V” in [‘]C, we denote by + the @-linear endomorphism of- 
V’ @ V” preserving Vi, @I If’!, and such that 
Irlv;,@Jv;:, = +(%‘,x”) Id 
where 3 = r(A’), 1” = r(A”). 
Let 0 = C,O, be the quasi-R-matrix (see [3, 4.11). Then &l[t~l,rE~ (1 @&l)(S). 
&.a~ristheC-linearmapX[[t]]@Y -Y@W[rll whereX[[tll =X@~@[[tll, 
CT :X $31 Y -+ Y @I X is the permutation map. 
Proposition. There exists f E G(F) such that Sx[ [‘I 1 ,y * f-* E Z and such f is unique 
up to a left multiplication by an element in G(F). 
Let J!ZCQ, be the subset of the elements f E G(F) satisfying this proposition, r] : F + 
F be a continuous automorphism such that v(t) = p*“t. 
Theorem. 5j( Lx,u) = LXJ (see 2.2 for the dejnition of ;i> . 
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Corollary. For any f E ,Cx,y we have 
%f, . f-’ E G(F). 
2.5. Let A,, be the subring in C[ [t] ] consisting of the power series which converge 
in some neighborhood of zero and define a meromorphic function in @. 
Pyosition. The map SX[~II,Y from (X 63~ Y) aa: C[ [t]] to (Y 63~ C[I,t]]) maps 
(X @C Y> @ A, to (Y 8~ X) @JC A,,,. 
As follows from this proposition we can consider Sx,r ( t) = &I [TV 1,Y as a meromorphic 
function of t with values in Homo (X 18 Y Y @ X). 
Let A~,J be the set consisting of poles of S XJ and the points t E C for which Sx,r ( t) 
is not an isomorphism. 
Proposition. The set AX,Y is a discrete subset of C. 
Proposition. The product &,y (t) SIX (t-l) is an elliptic function on the curve C*/ghvZ 
with values in Home (X 18 I: Y 8 X) . 
3. Quantum fusion and quasi-associativity constraint 
3.1. Let u”_ i w( UT). For any X in D, V in O:, we define 
v~x=l@(v~x)/uZ”(v~x) 
n 
and 
vgpx= (VEX). 
Similarly we define XgPW for W E 0;. 
Theorem. V@X E 0: and X&W E 0;. 
Both functors (-)gdX : 0: + 0: and X@( .) : 0, + 0; are called fusion actions 
of D on the corresponding categories. 
3.2. Let H be a complex Hopf algebra with the counit E : H + @. We denote by 
HO c H the kernel kere. For any H-module M, we denote by (M) = M/&M the 
vector space of the coinvariants of M with respect to H. For a sequence MI,. . . , M, of 
H-modules, we denote (MI @ M2 ~8 - - . @ M,) by (MI, M2, . . . , M,), 
Proposition. Let X and V be H-modules such that diw X < 00. Then there exists a 
canonical isomolphism (X** , V) N (VX). (Here X** is the second dual to the H-module 
XI. 
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3.3. Let X and Y belong to ID, V is in c? ,‘, W is in 0;. We will denote by (.) the 
coinvariants with respect to the Hopf algebra U. 
Proposition. Let zqhv $! A&.l& (see 1.8 and 2.5). Then there exists an isomolphism 
5 : (V&X, Y9DW) N (VX, r: W) 
functorial in V and W 
Remark. The actual definition of 5 depends on the quasi-R-matrices acting in the tensor 
products X ~9 V, W %I Y, X @I Y as well as on the Sugawara operators from 1.11 and the 
isomorphism from Proposition 3.2. 
3.4. 
Theorem. Let z be as in Proposition 3.3. Then for any X and Y in D, V E CJ:, 
z $! Ax,y there exists a functorial quasi-associativity constraint 
avx,y : (V~DX)&JY s V&X @ Y> 
which is functorial in y where X @I Y is the usual tensor product in V. 
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